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You will probably hit the wall if you are looking for computer design (CAD) software designed for the Mac. There are many CAD software options for Windows- you'll see many of them on our list of best AutoCAD alternatives, but only a handful offer support for the Mac. And, if you think you're going to get
around the problem with the CAD cloud tool, you'll quickly find that CAD vendors haven't taken the cloud the same way as other types of software vendors, so the offerings are still pretty much on the ground. According to Gartner's Hype Cycle for IT Evolution (full content is available to Gartner customers),
cloud CAD applications still have five to 10 years before they reach mainstream adoption. But don't be afraid, Mac users. We did some digging and put together this list of top-rated CAD software for Mac. Read more about our methodology at the bottom of this article. 5 Best CAD software for Mac
(presented in alphabetical order) Go to: CorelCAD FreeCAD Fusion 360 LibreCAD Onshape 1. CorelCAD CorelCAD offers 2D design and 3D design capabilities, such as the drawing limitation feature to create different geometric shapes faster and push and pull function for 3D direct modeling. 3D
Modeling in CorelCAD (Source) Common Feedback Trends Users Based on user feedback analysis on Capterra, here's an overview of the areas Of CorelCAD they like the most, and those they believe can use improvement. What users like: A short learning curve: Users note that the tool is easy to use
and beginners don't have to spend a lot of time learning it. Multi-file compatibility: Users like the fact that the tool is compatible with DWG, PDF, ACIS, DXF, STL, CDR and other file formats. What users think can be improved: Software reliability issues: Some users note that the software tends to fail at
times. Improving measurement functionality: Some users would like a more detailed measurement feature for more accurate drawings of angles and proportions. Who can use CorelCAD CorelCAD can be used by construction companies to co-edit on multiple devices. It offers local iOS apps, making it
easier to add annotations to your graphics and share files with iPhone and iPad. In addition, the tool allows team members to leave recorded messages and instructions to colleagues embedded in the graphics using the voice note tool. 2. FreeCAD FreeCAD is an open source CAD tool that works on Mac
as well as Windows and Linux. It reads many common file formats such as STEP, IGES, STL, SVG, DXF, OBJ, IFC and DAE. He various modules, including a drawing sheet module that converts 3D models into 2D views, a rendering module that can export 3D objects, and an architecture module for a
biM-like workflow. 3D building model in FreeCAD (Source) General user feedback trends based on user user analysis on Capterra, here's a review of the freeCAD areas they love the most, and the ones they believe can use improvement. What users like: Wealth feature for free tool: Users note that while
it's free, the tool comes with a full set of features. Reliability: Users note that the tool does not require much processor power and works well on devices with low RAM. What users think can be improved: A steep learning curve: Users note that the tool is not the most convenient solution and can be difficult
for beginners to learn. Depends on the community for the update: Users note that modules ignored by the community tend to quickly become obsolete. Who can use FreeCAD FreeCAD seems to be best suited to hobbyists and home users. This is also good for users who don't have a high budget for the
software but still want to tinker with CAD simulations. FreeCAD can also be a good choice for businesses with a budget looking for a free open source option. 3. Fusion 360 Fusion 360 is Autodesk's CAD tool with design features such as sketches and 3D modeling. It also supports project management
with features such as task management, document management, and image co-editing. Document Management in Fusion 360 (Source) Common Feedback Trends with Users based on user feedback analysis on Capterra, here's an overview of the areas of Fusion 360 they like the most, and those they
believe can use improvement. What users like: Comprehensive design features: The user mentions that the tool offers all the functionality needed for 2D and 3D design. Availability of educational resources: Users like the fact that the tool comes with enough documentation and tutorials. What users think
can be improved: The system of cathas: Users note that the tool tends to crash, especially when designing and visualizing large files. Steep Learning Curve: Users note that it can take a long time to learn the advanced functionality of the tool. Who can use the Fusion 360 Fusion 360 is part of the
Autodesk ecosystem designed for the AEC industry. This makes the tool suitable for construction companies that already use or intend to use other Autodesk solutions. Using a software provider that offers multiple solutions will especially benefit large companies that invariably need software that can
scale with their growing demands. 4. LibreCAD LibreCAD is an open source CAD that supports Mac, Windows and Linux operating systems. The tool comes with 2D drawing features such as binding, dimension and annotation. It also supports the import and export of multiple files. 2D drawing in
LibreCAD (Source) General Trend feedback from users based on the analysis of user reviews on Capterra, here is an overview of the areas LibreCAD they like the most, as well as those they believe can use improvement. What users like: Easy to use: Users note what the tool offers intuitive and easy-to-
use interface. Lots of tutorials: Users like the fact that there are enough video tutorials that help them get started with the tool. What users think can be improved: Software speed: Users note that software tends to lag behind, especially when trying to print projects. Additional support for 3D design: users
would like to see the functionality to create 3D designs. Who can use LibreCAD LibreCAD is an exclusively 2D CAD tool for drawing and designing drawings of buildings, layouts of parks, and the like. As a free tool, the solution can be used by small and medium-sized enterprises in a variety of industries,
including manufacturing, engineering, architecture and construction. 5. Onshape Onshape is a cloud-based CAD solution that comes with features such as version-management documents, co-design/editing capabilities, and a reporting dashboard to understand the status of the project. Import documents
in Onshape (Source) General Trend Feedback with Users Based on analysis of user reviews on Capterra, here's an overview of the areas Onshape they like the most, and those they believe can use improvement. What users like: Document management: Users like tool document management, such as
version history. Intuitive interface: Users note that the tool comes with an intuitive interface for easy image editing. What users think can be improved: Performance problems: Some users note that the tool does not function well on non-Chrome browsers and problems downloading files. Lack of features:
Users note that the tool needs to improve some features such as 2D drawing and 3D surfacing. Onshape, which can use Onshape as a full-cloud tool, is ideal for companies that need to manage project documentation with multiple stakeholders. The tool's collaboration features include sharing files,
editing documents, commenting, and downloading files in multiple CAD formats, such as Parasolid, ACIS, STEP, and IGES. Next steps This report offers a combination of Mac CAD solutions, from free tools that can help you with basic 2D drawing, to cutting-edge solutions that offer extensive 3D
modeling functionality. If these tools don't meet your needs, expand your search and check out more options. To help you out, we've created a CAD software comparison page where you can explore products using a variety of such as the features and pricing options offered. Methodology To be on the
shortlist, products had to meet the following criteria: Products must be compatible with the Mac and offer basic features of CAD software, such as: 2D drawing or 3D modeling feature Collaborative editing drawings Products need at least 20 user reviews on Capterra (published in the last two years). The
products should have had a high overall rating (averaged at least 4 out of 5 on Capterra). Note: Content in this part of the part provides views and views expressed by users. He does not represent Capterra's views. By Mario McDaniel Updated September 15, 2017 While computer users have access to
hundreds of commercial CAD applications, more and more open source and free equivalents have become available. Oddly enough, these free software packages often provide the same level of sophistication and extensive toolkit as many of their colleagues costing hundreds of dollars. Amabilis' 3d
Canvas 3-D Canvas is a free software package that allows 3-D modeling to be fast and easy using simple forms. The software can also create simple animations by changing the positions and attributes of shapes on a timeline. The standard version is free, but advanced users can add more features by
updating to the paid version. AllyCad Home AllyCAD Home is a free version of Industrial Strength 2-D CAD software. Many architects and engineers use AllyCAD for their powerful tools, ease of use and short learning curve. The free version offers all the features of the paid version; however, it limits the
size of each project. Users working on enterprise-sized projects can switch to a paid version. Blender Blender is a very powerful free open source software that is focused on art designers rather than engineers and technical designers. Blender focuses on graphic design, visualization, and animation for
entertainment purposes, as opposed to technical visualization. Freelancers and small studios use Blender to create quality images and short films. Blender is completely free and has no restrictions; This software package has features that are easy to compete with other 3-D packages costing thousands
of dollars. Dollars. cad welding safety procedures
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